The Week – August 2015 Août - La Semaine
MEJ 100 years
Theme: So that my joy may be in you! (John 15,9-17)
Tuesday August 4, THE JOY OF COMING TOGETHER
Arrivals, registration and distribution of housing at Collegio Massimo
20:00 Italian MEJ welcomes us with an opening feast at Collegio Massimo

WE August 5 THE JOY OF WALKING WITH JESUS
Opening mass at the Sant’Inazio
Pilgrimages in Rome in different group
Flash Mob rehearsal and music

THU August 6 - THE JOY OF COMMUNITY
Collegio Massimo
Conferences by languages
flashmob
Mass
Adoration

FRI August 7 THE JOY OF BEING THE PEOPLE OF GOD
Private Audience with the Pope at Vatican
Basilica of St Paul
flashMob
Mass at the Basilica of St Paul
Games and dances (mixed groups)

SAT August 8 THE JOY OF FRIENDSHIP WITH JESUS
Collegio Massimo
Conferences by languages
flashmob
Mass
Testimony

SUN August 9 THE JOY OF THE MISSION
With the Pope at Saint Peter’s Square
Flashmob at Navona’s square
Final Mass at Saint Ignatius (Fr. General)
International culture festival

MON August 10
9h00 am Departure day

More information:
Dear all,
As you know, we have been planning the days we will have together in Rome. Many
surprises are prepared for those beautiful days.
Probably those that come from different countries need to prepare their own program (for
example, if they come 2 or 3 days before or want to remain after). On this issue, we
remind you what we have already said: the international organization and EYM Italy will
only be in charge of your stay between August 4 (PM) to 10 (AM). We can eventually send
you a list of places to stay in Rome that charge lower fees than the hotels.
We have considered time to visit Rome. We will go to the Basilica of St Paul Outside the
Walls and St Peter’s in the Vatican. But if you want to visit the Vatican museum and/or the
Sistine Chapel, it is not considered in our program and you will need more time for that. The
same thing for the Coliseum: we will see it, but will not enter - you would need to organize
that by yourself, in the days previous or after the Gathering. Anyhow, once we have the
exact timetable, we make you know, but it could be happen, if you take in consideration the

longs distances in the city, you will not have enough time to visit the museums. But, as you
know, Rome is an open museum: wherever you go you can see the history!
We hope this information is helpful for you.
For further information: please contact: Eugenio eymcentenary@gmail.com
United in His Eucharistic Joy!
Yours Sincerely,
EYM Team Rome 2015

